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Title word cross-reference

$2 \times 2$ [Arm55, Lat53, Les55, Pat48, Pat59, Yat55a]. $2 \times n$ [Hal55b]. 5
[Dav52e], 99.9 [Lew53], $B$ [Tuk57]. $b_2$ [GW47, GW50]. $\beta$ [KL59]. $\beta_1$ [PM51].
$\beta_2$ [PM51]. $\chi$ [Tho53]. $\chi^2$ [VN59]. $F$
[AA54a, Bar51, Bar52b, Bat50, Ber57, Blo54, Blo56, Cad53, Dav50a, Daw54,
Fra50, Hal55b, Hal55c, HP50b, Joh55c, Joh59b, Lan49b, Lan50b, Lan50c,
Lew53, Nas59, Pea59b, Tuk57, Wat57b, Wis56b, Joh55c]. $\chi^2$ [VN59]. $F$
[Aro50, DJ51, Dav52e, Hac58, Har50a, Hor53, PH51]. $G$ [Kab58]. $\Gamma$ [Joh55c].
k [AA54b, BO58, Coo51a, Coo51b, Jon54, Kap52, KR57, Wis52b]. $n$ [Stu50].
n = 200 [HP57]. $S$ [Sil50]. $t$ [Ano54c, DS54, DS55, Gro53, Har57b, HP50a,
Hyr50, Lor47, Lor50, Lor52, MP58, Moo57b, Rus50, Rus52, Sri58, Wel58]. $T^2$
[PS59]. $\tau$ [Sun53b]. $u$ [Lor50]. $X$ [Bar56d]. $z$ [Dav59i, Fin50].

-Approximation [Tho53]. -Distribution
[Wel58, PH51, DS54, DS55, HP50a, Sil50]. -Distributions [Aro50].
-Function [Daw54, Joh55c, KL59]. -Funktsii [Joh55c]. -Integral [HP50b]. -Probability [Joh55c]. -Ratio [Hac58, Har50a, Dav52e]. -sample [Jon54]. -statistics [AA54b, Coo51a, Coo51b, Kap52, Wis52b]. -Test [Ano54c, Bar56d, Lor52, VN59, DJ51, Hor53, Dav59i, Fin50, Lor47, Lor50, Moo57b, Rus50, Rus52, Sr58]. -tests [Gro53].


Absenteeism [AS54, Nas59]. Absolute [Kam53a]. abstract [Tuk58].
Abundances [Gru50, Joh57d, MPW53, Tan58]. Accidents [Bar53c, MPW52, Nas59].
According [Dar53]. Accuracy [Jam56]. Acheson [Cox53b]. Ackoff [Doi59].
Action [Ash58]. Adams [Dav56b]. Addendum [Ano50a, Bar53b].
Additional [Bra61, Bra54]. Additivity [Cox58a]. adequacy [Pat57].
Adjusted [HG58]. Admitting [Hu55]. Advanced [Pea59a, Dav54a].
Alternate [Bat50]. Alternative [Dav50a, Fin58b, Wel51]. Alternatives [Bar59a, Bar59b, BD58b, BD58a, Jon54]. Amalgamation [Mii59].
Analytic [Dav59a]. Anderson [An58, Dav54d, Mos59]. Andrew [Fos56, Vaj59b]. Angular [Har56, Har57a, Jen54a, Ste53]. Animal [Gru51, Mor51b]. Any [Gay50a, Gay51, Sil51]. Apodemus [HP52]. Apparent [Wai50].
Applicability [Ske58]. Application [BH54, Dav56e, Dur59c, GW50, HM59, Lan50c, Pea56, Som59, Stu51, Yat55a, GW47]. Applications [BO59, BO61, Coo58b, Dav51b, Dav55c, Kab58, Kam53a, LCC53, Mor51a, Tho55a, Coo51b, Dav55a, Dav58a, Dur55, Moo55a, Vaj59a].
Approximate [AA54a, Bar53d, Bar53e, Bar55a, Bu57, Cox53c, Dan56, Dro58, KL59, Que49].
Approximating [Cad53, Law56a]. Approximation [Bar51, Bha59, Bro56b, Cad52a, McF56, MP58, Pea59a, Tho53].
Approximations [DS55, Joh52a, Pea52b, SK57, Tuk55, Tuk57]. Area [An55n]. Area-Ordinate [An55n]. Argument [Ans57, PM51]. Arising
[Moo55a]. **Corrected** [May52]. **Correction** [Bar55a, Har50b, vdH52].

**Corrections** [DW51a, Kup52, Saw79, Sch69]. **Correlated** [But56, Lei58b, Wil52d]. **Correlation** [Ano57c, Ber58, Chn50, CM51, Dan56, DK58a, Dav50c, DKS51, DW50, DW51a, DW51b, Dur57, FHP57, Gay51, Gib50, Han55a, Han55b, Han57, Har54, Har56, Har57a, Hoo58, Jen54a, KH50, Law56b, LD53, Lei58a, Moh55, Mor51c, Que57, Rei56, San58, Som59, Stu56c, Sun53b, Tat55, Wal50, Wat55, Wat56b, WH56, Har57b, Que49].

**Correlational** [Dur59a]. **Corrigenda** [Ait59, Ano53c, Ano53d, Ano54d, Ano54c, Ano55g, Ano55h, Ano55e, Ano55f, Ano56d, Ano56c, Ano60, BD57a, Blo56, BO61, Cox57a, Cro58a, GW50, Goo57, Joh58d, Kam58, Lan50a, Lan50b, LG59, Lor52, May58, Moo59, Pat59, Pea51c, RG61, Rub55, Saw58a, She59a, She61, Smi59b, Wau59].

**Corrigendum** [Bra64]. **Costs** [Moo58b]. **Counting** [Lan52]. **Counts** [Mac53]. **Course** [Ans58, Pea51b, Pen59]. **Covariance** [HG58, Law56b].

**Coverage** [GT56]. **Covering** [Dan52]. **Cowden** [Moo57a]. **Cox** [Joh51, Joh58a, Mal59c]. **Criteria** [Coo57, Law56a]. **Criterion** [BCT56].

**Critical** [Hu58, Rao53, TW56]. **Cronbach** [Ban58]. **Crops** [Owe59].

**Cross** [Has57, Joh58f]. **Cross-Classifications** [Joh58f]. **Cross-Infection** [Has57]. **Crossing** [Tan51]. **Cubes** [MT57, Mac58]. **Cubic** [Bar59d].

**Cumulants** [Jam55, Kup52, Smi59b, Smi59c, Coo51a, Kap52, Sil50, Stu50].

**Cumulative** [Ano55e, HP50b, HF51, Wis54a]. **Curtiss** [Lew58]. **Curve** [Pat58, PL59]. **Curves** [Hut56, PM51, BD52]. **Cut** [Har50a].

**D** [Arc58, Arm54, Dav59d, Fos56, Hea53, Joh54b, Joh54a, Mal59c, Moo57a, Moo58a, Mor56, Pea56, Smi55a, Stu58, Wel54, Whi51]. **D.** [Bar57c]. **Dams** [Gan55a].

**Data** [AS54, Ash58, Bai51, Bro56a, DJ54, Gue53, HM54, Har51, Hut56, Lan49a, Lan50a, LC51, Les52, LCC53, Les57, MPW53, MH58, Roy56, Dav58d].

**Dates** [Ano55i]. **David** [Wil54]. **Davies** [McM55, McM57]. **Davis** [Bar56a]. **Death** [Dar59a, Dar53, Dar56, LC51, Mor52, Wau55]. **Death-Rate** [LC51].

**Death-Rates** [Mor52]. **Decision** [Bar53a, Bar54a, BDS54, Dar59b, Joh54a, Bar56a].

**Decisions** [Ban58, Mor56]. **definite** [BD52]. **Degrees** [Tho53, Wis56b]. **Delay** [Tan51].

**Demand** [Fos55a]. **Demografia** [Car59]. **Demography** [Joh56]. **Density** [Ker58, Wis55, Pat57]. **Denumerable** [Der56]. **Department** [Ano55o, Ano56j, Ano57k, Har53, Pea54].

**Dependent** [Gab59, Wau55]. **Dept** [Dav58b]. **Derivation** [Tan49b, Lan50b, Ske58]. **Derived** [GW47, GW50, PH51, Ste51b]. **Deriving** [Rao53].

**Description** [Ber57]. **Design** [AC55, Ano56a, BH54, BL59, Cox53a, Cox54a, Cox57a, Cox57b, GF57, Joh51, Joh54c, MM59, Moo53, Pea56, Toe52a, VN59, Wau55a, Joh54a, McM55].

**Designs** [Ban50, Ban51, Big59, Bos56, Box52, BT52, Bra54, Bra64, But56, Cox51, Dav58b, Joh59a, Pat52, Ray56, Sil57, Wau57, Wil52d, Bra55, Joh51, Joh58a].
Determination [Les59]. Determined [Joh57c]. Deterministic [RM55].

Deviate [Dav56f, Nai52, PT59, Pil59]. Deviates [Moo55a]. Deviation [Cad54, Cro58b, DHP54, Gup52, Joh57a, Joh58d, Joh58e, Kam54a, Kam54b, Lor52, Ram58, Tho55b, Lor47]. Deviations [Cha50, LD53]. Dichotomized [Tat55]. Dicing [Dav55d]. Dictionary [Her58b, Gum58].

Differences
[Dar57a, Gay50b, GR54, Gro51, Kam53b, Kam58, Pat48, Pat59, Que53, Ram58]. Differences [Dar53, Kam54a, Ram59, SK57, Wil58a, Mur51, Dav59c].

Discontinuous [DJ50, Ker58, Pea50a, Pea51c, Ram58, To50].

Discovery [Ken59]. Discrete [Lan49a, Lan49b, Lan50a, Lan50b, Mar52a]. Discriminant [Wil55b]. Discrimination [Rud52]. Discussion [TW54].

Diseases [Fre53, Irw54]. Disorientation [MT57, Mac58]. Dispersal [Ske51].

Dispersion [Bat50, Cad53, CS55, Dar57b, Kat53, Nai50, SK57]. Distance [Bu58]. Distributed [Gru51, MH58, Dav59i]. Distribution [AA54a, Ano53c, Ano55g, BP59, Bar57a, Bat50, Ber57, Bha59, Bra58, Cad52b, Cle59, CR58, CS57, Cro58b, Dan52, Dan56, DKS51, Dav54f, DHP54, Der56, Dra52, Fin52, FR57, Fors57, Fors58, Gab59, Gay50a, Gay51, Hac58, HP52, HS56, HP57, HP50b, HF51, HP51, Her58a, Hii54, Hyr50, Irw54, Joh52a, Joh57a, Joh58d, Kab58, Kam53a, Kam54a, Kam56, Ken57a, Lan57, Law56a, Lei58a, Lew53, MP58, Moo52, Moo66a, Pal57, PH51, Pea52b, Pea59a, Pea59b, Pil52, Pil56, PT59, PB59, Sam55, San59, She59b, Sim55, Ske58, Ste50, Ste51b, Stu51, Suk58, Tay56, Tuk57, Wal56, Wat56b, Wat56a, Win57, Wis54c, Wos56, Coo51a, DS54, DS55, HP50a, Jon54, She51, Sil50, Wel58].

Distribution-Free [Kam56, Jon54]. Distributions [Ano53c, Ano55, Ano56c, Blo54, Blo66, Cad53, Ch55a, Coh53, Coh55, Dra52, Dro58, Eva53, Gru52, Gur57, Hab55, Har57c, Hux55, Hyr52, IK54, Jen54b, Jen56, Joh59b, Kha59, Lan49a, Lan49b, Lan50a, Lan50b, Les59, Mal56, Mar52a, MH58, Pat54, Pea50a, Pea51c, Pre53, Que59, Ram58, Ram59, SK57, Ste57, Stu55b, Tho51b, Tho54, Wat57b, BO58, Har57b, Mul51].


Duncan [Cox53b]. duration [Tha57]. Dwight [Dav58d]. Dynamics [Dav59g, Mal59d].

Each [Ste52]. Early [Lie54, Wil56a, Tha57]. Ecology [Eva53, Ske52, Tho55a]. Econometrics [Dav57b, Fos55a, Dur53].

Edgeworth [BD52, Pea59c]. Editorial [Ano52c]. Educational [Dav57d].

Edwin [Mal59d]. Effect [Bar51, Coo57, DJ51, Hor53, Mac53, Que57, Sri58, Sri59, Fin50]. Effects [Cox58a]. Efficiencies [Fin58b, Nai50]. Efficiency [BM55, Har59, She50, She51, Sun54, VN59, Wil58a]. Efficient [Dur59b].
Einführung [Bar57f]. Elasticity [Mal59d]. Electrical [Joh54b].


Factor [Bar51, Box52]. Factorial [Dav58b, Joh54c, MM59, Wil52a, Wis54c]. Factors [Dav58b, Tho53]. Factory [Moo58b]. Failure [MH58]. Familiar [Chu55a]. Families [Bai56a, Bai56b]. Family [Mar52a]. Features [Pow55]. Federer [Pea56]. Fejezetek [BS57]. Felix [Bar58a]. Feller [Dav58a, Mor51a]. Fernordnung [Fuc54]. Fiducial [Ans57, Ste54, Ste50]. Field [Cra53a, HP52]. Finite [AL53, Ani55, Ani56, Dav59c, Ken52a, Mil59, Olk58, Wis52b, Wis59a].


II [Bra64, Dav55c, Dav57b, Bai56b, Bar59b, Bar53c, BD58a, Ber57, Bra54, Dar59a, DK51a, DW51b, Fos57, Jen56, Ken52b, Ken56, Les52, Lor54b, WH56]. III [Dav57b, Bar55a, Bra55, DK51a, Fos58, HP52, Joh58e, LCC53, Roy56]. Immigration [Dar59a]. Importance [Her58b]. Important [Rao53]. Improvement [Owe58]. Inaccurately [Lon51b]. Inadmissible [Cox54a]. Including [She54]. Incomplete [Aro50, Ban50, BT32, Bra54, Bra64, Cad52a, HF51, Joh55c, Kam53a, Sil57, VN59, Wil57, Wis50, Bra55, KL59]. Increase [GT56]. Increased [GT56]. Incubated [Mac53]. Independence [Ait50, Ait59, Mor50b, Nel51]. Independent [AL53, Ani55, Ani56, Wal50]. Index [Ano55a, Ano55p, Bat50, Dar57b, Her58a, Kat53]. Indicators [Stu56a]. Individual [Pow55, Wil58a]. Industrial [Cox53b, Dav57b, MPW52, McM55]. Industry [Box55, Joh59a, McM57, Vaj59b]. Inefficiency [Chu55a]. Inequalities [She54]. Infection [Bai53b, Bai56c, Has57]. Infectious [Bai56a, Bai56b, Irw54]. Inference [Ano57f, Bar57b, Dav59e, Fos55b]. Information [Ano50f, Ano51f, Ano52f, Ano53g, Ano54g, Ano55q, Ano56k, Ano57m, Ano58h, Ano59h, Bar52c, Lin57a]. Insects [Cra53b]. Inspection [Pag54]. Institute [Ano57l]. Integral [AA54a, Cad51, Chu55b, DJ50].


L [Bai58, Ban58, Bar56a, Bar56d, Bar57f, Bar57g, Bar58b, Bea50, Bea51, Bow59, Box55, Dav52a, Dav54d, Dav54e, Dav56c, Dav59f, DO51, Doi59, Joh55a, Joh58b, Kes58, Lew57, Mcm55, Mcm57, Moo58b, Pow58, Smi55b, Wis59a]. Lag [Gib50]. Lancelot [Dav56a]. Large [AC55, Wis56b, Bra55, Tuk58]. Large-Sample [AC55, Bra55]. Largest [Mau58b, Pil56, PB59]. Lars [Fos55a]. Latent [Bai56a, Bai56b, Law56b]. Latin [Cox58a]. Learning [Jon56]. Least [Dow53, DW50, DW51a, DW51b, Han57, Llo52, Pla50]. Least-Squares [Dow53, Llo52]. Lecture [Efr79]. Lectures [DO51, Bar56c]. Leimani [Mal59d]. Leinik [Ken57a]. Length [Her58b]. Leonard [Doi59, Pea52a]. Lesnickeho [Fin58a]. Lev [Fos55b]. Levels
Measles [Bai56a, Bai56b]. Measure [PM51]. Measured [Lon51b]. Measurements [Ken54b, Cox53a]. Measuring [PM51].

Measurements [Ken54b, Cox53a]. Measuring [Lon51b].

Measure [PM51]. Measured [Lon51b].

Measure [PM51]. Measured [Lon51b].

Measuring [Stu56a].

Median [Chu55a].

Medical [Arm54]. Meijer [Kab58]. Members [Dar57a, Gul55].


Methodology [Stu52]. Methods [Bar57b, Bra58, Bur59, CM51, Dav54a, Dav55c, Dav55a, Efr79, Fin58a, Gue54, Gue56, Joh54b, Les58, McM57, Moo57a, Smi51, Stu54, Stu58, TW54, Vaj59a, Lor54b, Ano57e, Boo57, Bro56c, Dav50c, Fos56, Mor57, Lew57].

Metoder [Bar58c]. Metody [Fin58a].

Meyer [Mor57].

Mills [Bar59e, Dav59f, Wel54]. Million [Moo55a].

Million [Moo55a].

Mortimer [Joh54c]. mittels [Bar56d].

Missing [Big59, Har51]. Mitome [Joh54c].

Mixed-Up [Big59].


Mobile [Bai51]. Model [Bar58a, Cox53b, Jen54b, Jen56, LG58, Les58, LG59, RM55, Pat57]. Models [Bar57e, Dur59b, Hei55, Joh52b, Jon56, Mal57].

Modifications [Que53].

modified [Lor50].

Moment [Gay51, GW47, GW50, HP51, Kam53c, Ken52a, Lei58b, Mal56, She58, She59a, She59b, She61, Som59, Wis52b, Mul51].

Moment-Problem [Mal56, Mul51]. Moment-Statistics [Ken52a].

Moments [Ani56, Ano54d, BG59, Coh53, Coo57, Don56, GW47, GW50, Kam53a, Kam54b, Ken57a, Kup52, Rub54, Rub56a, Saw58a, Saw58b, Saw79, She50, Sun53b, Tho51b, Wis54c, She51].


Mouse [HP52]. Moving [Dav55e, Dur59b, Wis56a].

Moving-Average [Dav59b, Wis56a].

Moyal [Whi51]. Mr [Pea59c]. Multi [Box52]. Multi-Factor [Box52]. Multiple [AS57, BD57b, BDS54, Dar59a, HG58, Jen59, Mor51c, Dar58, KR57].

Multiple-Recapture [Dar59a, Dar58]. Multivariate [An58, BF58, Cha50, Dav53a, DO51, Jan54, Kam53a, Olk58, Pil56, PB59, Pla54, RM56, RG57, RG58, RG61, Wat56a, Wil52b, Woo56, DS55, Olk53, Rao59, Dur59a].

Murdoch [Arc58].

N [Ano57d, Ans58, Bai58, Bea50, Bea51, Box55, Dav52d, Dav55c, Joh55c, Mal59d, Moo58c, Wil54, Wis59a]. Nahordnung [Fuc54].

Nair [San58].

National [An55a, Ano56], Ano57k, Har53, Pea54]. natural [Stu50]. Nature [Cor58]. Negative [An50, BO58, Bio54, Bio56, Bra58, Ne51, Sam55].

Neiswanger [Boo57]. Nepolnoi [Joh55c]. Neyman [Dar57b, Bat50, Dav50b, Dav52c, Pea51b, Ske58, Toc50].

Neyman-Pearson [Toc50].

Nielsen [Lew57]. Nievergelt [Bar56d]. Night [Wil58a].

N [Ano57d, Ans58, Bai58, Bea50, Bea51, Box55, Dav52d, Dav55c, Joh55c, Mal59d, Moo58c, Wil54, Wis59a].

Nahordnung [Fuc54]. Nair [San58].

Night-Vision [Wil58a]. Non [AA54a, Ano55g, Ano55h, BDM58, BD58a, Box53a, BL59, Cox54b, Cox58a, DJ51, Dav54f, Gay50a, Gay50b, Gay51, Gro53, Hac58, Hea56, Hil54, Hyr52, Jen56, Mal57, MP58, PH51, Pea59b, RM56, San59, Tuk57, Wel58, Fin50, Sri58, Sri59, Stu58]. Non-Additivity [Cox58a]. Non-Central [AA54a, Ano55g, Ano55h, BDM58, BD58a, Box53a, BL59, Cox54b, Cox58a, DJ51, Dav54f, Gay50a, Gay50b, Gay51, Gro53, Hac58, Hea56, Hil54, Hyr52, Jen56, Mal57, MP58, PH51, Pea59b, RM56, San59, Tuk57, Wel58, Fin50, Sri58, Sri59, Stu58]. Non-Linear [BL59]. Non-Normal [Ano55g, Ano55h, Cox54b, Dav54f, Gay50a, Gay50b, Gay51, Hil54, Hyr52]. Non-Normality [Box53a, DJ51, Gro53, Fin50, Sri58, Sri59]. Non-Null [Jen56, Mal57]. Non-Parametric [RMP56, Stu58]. Non-Randomness [BMP58, BD58a]. Non-Zero [Hea56]. Noncentral [Har57b]. Nonlinear [Mal59d]. Nonparametric [Ano58e, Dav57a]. Normal [Ait50, Ait59, AL53, Ani55, Ani56, Ano53c, Ano54d, Ano55g, Ano55h, Ano55m, BP59, BDS54, Ber57, BG59, Cad51, Chn55b, Coh55, Coh57, Cox54b, Dan52, Dav53a, Dav54f, DHP54, Dav57e, Dra52, Gay50a, Gay50b, Gay51, GW47, GW50, Gro51, Gru52, Gup52, Hac58, HP57, HP51, Hil54, Hyr52, Kam53a, Lan57, Lei58b, Mau58a, MCF56, Moo55a, Moo56c, Nai50, Pea52b, Pla54, Pre53, Rub54, Rub56a, Rub56b, Saw58a, Saw58b, Saw59, Saw79, She54, Tay56, Tuk55, Wel56, Wat57b, WO56, ZSP58, Hyr50, Rub65]. Normality [Box53a, DJ51, GW47, GW50, Fin50, Gro53, Sri58, Sri59]. Normally [Gr51]. Normit [Ber57]. North [DO51]. not-quite [Tuk58]. Notation [Cha50, Kap52]. Note [Ano52c, Ano58e, Ano59e, Bar53c, Bar54b, Bar57d, Box53b, Cha54, Cox56, Dar59c, Dar59b, Dav53a, Dav55e, Dav56d, Dow53, Dur59c, Fin52, Fra50, FH51, GP51, Gut58, HG58, Har54, Joh57a, Joh58d, Kat53, Ken54a, Ken57b, Ken58, Lei58a, Llo59, Mal57, Mar52a, Med56, Mer55, Mur51, NEL51, Olk53, Pea59b, Pea59c, Rei56, RG58, Roy56, Tho54, Toc52a, Wat56a, Wli55, Wli56a, Yat55a, Dav55d, Fos55c, Sl55a, Th57]. Notes [MPW53, Mor50a, Pea50b, Que56]. Null [Jen56, Mal57, Jen54b, Jen56]. Number [AL53, Ani55, Ani56, Der56, Gab59, GT56, Ste52]. Numbers [Hal55a, Les52, Mil59, Pal57, Wis56b, Stu50]. Numerical [Arm58, Les58, Lew57, Mal59d, Fos56, Lew58, Moo56b]. Nuzialita [Smi59a].

Quadratic [Ait50, Ait59, BO59, BO61, Lei58b, Nag50, Nel51].

Quadrivariate [McF56].

Quality [Lon51b, Moo58d, Moo59, Cox53b].

Quantal [Ash58, Yat55b].

Quantiles [Cad52b].

Quantitative [AB54, Her58b].

Quantum [Bro55, Bro56a].

Quenouille [Cox53a, Cox53a, Dur59c, Jen59, Mal59b, Pea59c].

Questions [DKS51, Pea50a, Pea51c].

Queueing [Con59, Hai57, Wis59a].

Queues [Doi57, Hai58, HM59, Tan53, Wis59b].

Quick [BC58, CS55, Cox56].

Quickly [Ano55e, Wis50, Wis54a].

quite [Tuk58].

Quota [Joh57b].

Quotient [Bro54].

Quotients [Bro56b].

R

[Bar56a, Bar59f, Dav54d, Dav54a, Dav54b, Dav59e, Dav59f, Dav59g, Dav59d, Gum58, Joh58f, Jon56, Ka57, Ken59, Kes58, Mal59c, Pea51a, Wis59a].

Raised [Pea50a, Pea51c].

Rand [Moo55a].

Random [AC55, Dar57a, Gan56, Gay50a, Gay51, GW47, GW50, Gra52, HM59, Joh52b, MT57, Mac58, MS59, Moo55a, Pa57, Que59, Ske51, Dav59i].

Randomization [Ano56d, Joh58f, Wil55a].

Randomized [Ano56d, Bla56, GF57, Wil55a].

Randomly [Bar58e, MS59].

Randomness
[Bar54b, Bar56b, BD56, BDM58, BD58a, Moo53b, Tho51a]. **Range**
[AL53, Ano53d, Ano55g, Ano55h, BCT56, Cox54b, Dav51b, Dav53b, Dav54f, DHP54, HP57, Har50c, HP51, Joh52a, LD53, Lor52, May52, Pac59, Pat50, Pea50b, Pea52b, Pii52, Rub56a, Tho53, Tho55b, Tuk55, Lor47, Lor50, Moo57b].

**Ranges** [Dav55e]. **Rank** [Ber58, BT52, Bra54, Bra55, Bra64, Coo57, DKS51, FHP57, Hod55, Mor51c, Som59, Stu56c, Sun53b, Ano57e, Dav50c].

**Rank-Order** [Hod55]. **Rankers** [Ehr52]. **Ranking** [BDS54, Mal57, Mau58a, Stu51]. **Rao** [Dav54a].

**Rapid** [CM51, Gib50, Hal55b, LD53]. **Rate** [Bar58e, LC51]. **Rates** [Mor52]. **Ratio** [DHP54, Gay50a, Goo55, Goo57, Goo58, Hac58, Har50a, Kam53b, Kam58, Law56a, Med56, Oik58, Tho55b, Dav52e]. **Ratios** [Ano55m, Dur59c, Jam51, Jam54, Jam56]. **Real** [Est59, Mil59]. **Realizations** [Dar59c].

**Reasoning** [Mal59b]. **Recapture** [Bai51, Dar59a, Gil56, Ham53, LC51, Les52, LCC53, Mor52, Dar58]. **Received** [Ano55n, Ano56h, Ano56i, Ano57i, Ano57j, Ano58f, Ano58g, Ano59f, Ano59g].

**Reciprocals** [Ano55m]. **Rectangular** [Bro54, Fre53]. **Reduced** [LD53].

**Reduction** [Dar59c, Pla54]. **Reference** [Dav55a, Joh58e, McM57, Nas59]. **Regarding** [Ano58e, Ano59e, Joh58f]. **Region** [BH54]. **Regions** [Box53b, Rao53]. **Regression** [BC58, Cox58b, Dav59h, DW50, DW51a, DW51b, Dur57, Fin58b, Han57, Har59, Hill54, Hut56, Ken51, Ken52b, Som59, Toc52b, Wat55, WH56, Wil53, Wil58b, KR57, Moo58b]..
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Moore:1958:BRBc


Moore:1958:SPR


Moore:1959:CSP


Moran:1950:NCS


Moran:1950:TSI


Moran:1951:BRB


Moran:1951:MT
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Nagler:1950:BUQ


Nair:1950:ECL


Nair:1952:TPP


Nass:1959:TSE


Nelder:1951:NSI


Nelder:1954:INC


Olkin:1953:NJC
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Page:1957:PWC


Palmer:1957:DIB


Patnaik:1948:PFT


Patnaik:1950:UMR


Patterson:1952:CBD


Patankar:1954:GFF


Patil:1957:CAP
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Patterson:1958:UAF


Patnaik:1959:CPF


Pillai:1959:DLS


Pearson:1950:QRC


Pearson:1950:SNU


Pearson:1951:BRBa


Pearson:1951:BRBBb
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Roy:1961:CFC


Rao:1950:GSL


Rushton:1955:DMS


Roy:1956:ISN


Royston:1956:SHP


Roy:1956:ICP


Ruben:1954:MOS
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Scheffé:1969:CMJ


Shenton:1950:MLE


Shenton:1951:EMM


Shenton:1954:INI


Shenton:1958:MEM


Shenton:1959:CME


Shenton:1959:DME


**Shenton:1961:CME**


**Silverstone:1950:NCK**


**Sillitto:1951:IBC**


**Sillitto:1957:EPC**


**Simon:1955:CSD**


**Sathe:1957:ADS**


**Skellam:1951:RDT**
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Stuart:1951:ADR

Stuart:1952:BRB

Stuart:1953:ECS

Stuart:1954:BRB

Stuart:1955:PSE

Stuart:1955:THM

Stuart:1956:BRBb
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Wilkinson:1957:APC


Wilkie:1958:BRB


Williams:1958:SRE


Wintner:1957:SDR


Wise:1950:IBF


Wishart:1952:BRB


Wishart:1952:MCS
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